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AWESOME!
Tom Scholey makes a Pole Fishing comeback to 

try out MAP’s new top-of-the-range TKS 801!

One thing that I’ve
really missed about
working on the Pole
Fishing team is the
opportunity to get out

on the bank with the latest gear – and
it’s fair to say that when they had this 
year’s consignment of ! agship poles
delivered to the of"ce I was more
than a little jealous of Jon and Matt!

Fortunately, they agreed to let me 
join the party – and allowed me to
take MAP’s acclaimed TKS 801 for a 
test drive! This beauty sits right at the
top of the TKS range. I had heard so
many good things about it – so I was
looking forward to " nding out what
all the hype was about!

The "rst thing that struck me as
I took the pole out of its beautifully
presented holdall was how
comprehensive the package is. With
10 top kits of your choice (Match or
Power) you get a lot of pole for your
money! Add to this the short No4s,
and half butt extension, and it’s a 
wonder that so much pole "tted in
such a compact holdall!

There is no shame in copying a
good idea – and I was delighted to
see that MAP has followed other
companies in offering same-length
top kits, pre-bushed and ready to go.
Not only does this cut back expense
– bushing up top kits costs a few quid
in itself – but it also means that you
don’t have to chuck away a ! imsy
No1 section and you get a true-length

pole for your money – a fact that
MAP is rightly very proud of. 

All top kits come with a reinforced
section several inches up from
the female joint, so they can be
converted in to puller-type kits 
should you wish.

Despite being pre-bushed, it was
pleasing to "nd that the top kits
remain a good length – so they can
be comfortably used with solid elastic
as well as the more in vogue hollow
elastic, and keep plenty of stretch in
reserve. 

To give the pole a comprehensive
workout, I wanted to "sh with it at
maximum length, so opted to "sh
two lines at 16 metres; one with
pellets and another with maggots and
casters. Shipping out to full length,
it was every bit as good as I expected 
and felt reassuringly robust. I gave
the pole several good, "rm strikes
and was very impressed with how 
responsive it felt – but at the same
time remarkably strong.

It is not the lightest pole that I
have ever held – but it is certainly
among the stiffest. First put-in on
my pellet line I was into a good-sized
carp and, as expected, the pole
coped with the pressure no problem
at all. To be honest, the sections felt 
so solid that I would be con"dent
using the pole for even the most
demanding types of "shing.

The Smooth Ship "nish made
shipping in and out effortless, with
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even the reinforced joints passing seamlessly through
my hands. Using such a class piece of kit on a venue 
as good as The Glebe, the afternoon seemed to pass
in an instant – and before I knew it the photos were 
shot before the light quickly disappeared. I ended
up with a pleasing catch of carp and skimmers and
had really enjoyed my step back in time into the Pole
Fishing ranks!

A question I get asked quite a lot is which !agship
pole is the best – and my answer is that it is simply
not fair to compare any more. With a suggested retail
of £2,300, the 801 is among the cheapest !agship
models on the market – and almost half the price of
others. In terms of value for money, it is one of the 
best available. The fact that it interchanges with the
cheaper poles in the TKS range will also prove a big 
selling point. Once again, MAP has come up trumps
with a class product that anglers will love. Top marks!

TECH SPEC

MAP TKS 801
Package: 16m pole, nine spare kits of your choice (Match or
Power), Ultra Rigid Cupping Kit, Cups, two Short No4s, Mini 
Extension, tubes, pole holdall
Features: Wide bore, pre-bushed kits, No20 elastic rating, high-
modulus carbon, Smooth Ship finish, reinforced joints,
Section Alignment System, True-Length Design, 12-month warranty
Pole and spares supplied in tubes
RRP: £2,800
SSP: £2,300
Spares: Match Kit £79.99; Power Kit £79.99

I’ve somehow managed to destroy numerous 
keepnets. Unfortunately, I can’t attribute all the 
damage to the constant strains from excessive 
weights of " sh. More realistically, the injuries have
occurred after being dragged along the rocks and 

gravel of riverbeds, getting caught on platforms, with 
the occasional hole ripped from the sharp dorsal " ns of
rugged commercial carp! 

However, one Sensas keepnet has served me for nearly 
three years, and is still going strong! I’ve taken it on four 
White Acres festivals and two World Championships, 
where it’s encountered everything from the rough skin of 
mullet, to the poisonous spikes of River Arno cat" sh!

Unlike many keepnets, the Super Titan has solid, 
heavy-duty, plastic rings, within which the mesh is seated. 
This means that only the rings come into contact with 
abrasive surfaces, preventing the usual damage to the 
corners. The solid nature of the rings makes them 
extremely strong, and where I’ve had nets bend, and 
rings even snap, this one is in pretty much the same 
shape as when I bought it! On each corner of the rings 
are further protectors to add more strength. The mesh 
is fairly thick and very " ne, but also extremely strong. It’s
also black, which is a big plus for me because I’m not a 
fan of bright-coloured keepnets. 

The top part is made from strong, thin plastic, which 
not only adds to the cosmetic appearance, but also 
prevents any unwanted hook-ups that often occur around 
this area after netting a "sh or making a rig alteration.

Probably the most common part to fail on a keepnet 
is the locking thread. The one on this net is adjustable, 
very sturdy, and is yet to let me down. I regularly change 
the angle depending on where I’m " shing and the large
handle and easily adjustable lock make this simple. The 
net is available in three sizes – 2.5, 3 and 3.5m – to suit 
everything from canal work to commercials, and even big 
rivers. I’ve caught a lot of " sh using this keepnet over the
past few seasons and until someone betters it, I can’t see 
me using another one!

Matt Godfrey on his Super Titan Keepnet
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RRP:
2.5m £54.99;
3m £64.99;
3.5m £74.99
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